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	Prisoners of Our Thoughts : Viktor Frankl's Principles at Work, 9781576752883 (1576752887), Berrett-Koehler Publishers, 2004
In this introspective, straightforward text, a former colleague of Viktor Frankl offers ideas and strategies for finding personal meaning and living an authentic work life.

World-renowned psychiatrist Viktor Frankl’s Man’s Search for Meaning is one of the most important books of modern times. Frankl’s personal story of finding a reason to live in the most horrendous of circumstances—Nazi concentration camps—has inspired millions. Now, Prisoners of Our Thoughts applies Frankl’s philosophy to the workplace, detailing seven principles for increasing your capacity to deal with work challenges, finding meaning in your daily work life, and achieving your highest potential.
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Molecular Imaging Through Magnetic Resonance for Clinical OncologyCambridge University Press, 2005

	Molecular imaging represents a new medical discipline that aims at

	uncovering molecular pathways of disease by integrating cellular

	and molecular biology with diagnostic imaging1,2. It encompasses

	several of the exciting imaging modalities that are capable of

	providing critical information for early detection and progression of...

		

Robot Vision: Strategies, Algorithms and Motion PlanningNova Press, 2009

	The field of robot vision guidance is developing rapidly. The benefits of sophisticated vision technology include savings, improved quality, reliability, safety and productivity. Robot vision is used for part identification and navigation. Vision applications generally deal with finding a part and orienting it for robotic handling or...


		

Core Topics in Neuroanaesthesia and Neurointensive CareCambridge University Press, 2011

	Core Topics in Neuroanesthesia and Neurointensive Care is an authoritative and practical clinical text that offers clear diagnostic and management guidance for a wide range of neuroanesthesia and neurocritical care problems. With coverage of every aspect of the discipline by outstanding world experts, this should be the first book to which...





	

Implementing Splunk: Big Data Reporting and Development for Operational IntelligencePackt Publishing, 2013

	Splunk is a data collection, indexing, and visualization engine for operational intelligence. It's a powerful and versatile search and analysis engine that lets you investigate, troubleshoot, monitor, alert, and report on everything that's happening in your entire IT infrastructure from one location in real time. Splunk collects,...


		

Beginning Programming For DummiesFor Dummies, 2006
New techniques make programming easier and more fun

Discover principles and best practices that let you program in many languages

So you always thought programmers were superior beings from another galaxy? Surprise! Programming isn't all that difficult when you know how. Here's the fun and easy route to writing programs that work...


		

Thinking in Problems: How Mathematicians Find Creative SolutionsBirkhauser, 2013

	This concise, self-contained textbook gives an in-depth look at problem-solving from a mathematician’s point-of-view. Each chapter builds off the previous one, while introducing a variety of methods that could be used when approaching any given problem. Creative thinking is the key to solving mathematical problems, and this book...
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